Onboarding for Research Computing

Summary
The SOM Research Cluster provides a secure, centrally managed environment for processing data and developing research projects. The cluster utilizes multiple processing nodes in a parallelized processing configuration. Various statistical applications, storage and system tools are available. We can set up SOM researchers and their research partners with access and provide some primer materials to get you started.

Features
- Onboard access to the SOM Research Cluster
- Onboard access for SOM research partners
- Primers for getting started - file transfers and submitting jobs

Who can use it?
Any member of the SOM community conducting research.

How much does it cost?
This service is available at no charge to the Yale School of Management community.

How do I get it?
To request access to the research cluster, email SOMIT at somit@yale.edu and include your NetID. Access to this service requires a NetID, any researchers who are participating from outside of Yale must obtain a NetID through Yale via a Sponsored Identity, requested by the Yale researcher.

Once you have submitted your request, read the Research Cluster Getting Started Guide.
You can also obtain walk-in tutoring from the CSSSI which offers consultative services

Related Policy and Procedures
- For technical issues with the Sponsored Identity application, contact ITS Help Desk at 203-432-9000 or helpdesk@yale.edu
- All users of Yale University computing and networking facilities are expected to read and abide by the Information Technology Appropriate Use Policy. For additional information, please familiarize yourself with the Policies and Procedures related to HIPAA Security.
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